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Introduction. A gambler's problem, as formulated by Dubins and Savage in

[6] consists of a set F of fortunes, a bounded utility function u on F to the real

numbers, and, for each/in F, a set Y(f) of gambles (finitely additive probability

measures defined on all subsets of F). A strategy a available in the gambling house

T at the fortune/is a sequence a0, ax,... where a0 e Y(f) and, for each positive

integer «, an is a gamble-valued function defined on FxFx ■ ■ ■ x F («-factors)

such that on(fx,.. .,fn)e Y(fn) for each partial history (/,.. .,/„). The strategy a

may be regarded as a probability measure on the infinite product H=FxFx

and an(fx,.. .,/„), as the conditional tr-distribution of fn + x given the first « co-

ordinates are (/,...,/„). A gambler with fortune/chooses an available strategy

a and a stop rule t and gets a return u(o, t), the expected value of u(ft) under a.

By U(f) is denoted the sup u(a, t) taken over all available a and stop rules t.

U(f) is the best a gambler with fortune/can do.

If a gambler using the strategy a is not allowed to terminate play, he receives

w(<r) = lim supuso u(o, t). V(f) is the sup u(o) taken over all strategies a available

at/ If T is leavable, that is, if the one-point gamble 8(/) is in Y(f) for all/ then

V= U [6, Corollary 3.3.2, p. 42].

A strategy <j is said to be stationary if there is a gamble-valued function y on

F such that an(fx,... ,/„)=y(/n) for all « > 0 and each partial history (/,... ,fn).

A family of strategies ö is a function on F such that d(f) is a strategy for each /

A family of strategies ô is stationary if there is a gamble-valued function y on F

such that, for each / 5(/)o=y(/) and, for each partial history (/,...,/,),

HfUfu ■ • -,/n) = y(/n). We write y°° for the family ö.

Dubins and Savage in [6] raised the question whether stationary families of nearly

optimal strategies are available in any leavable gambling house. In particular,

they showed that if F is finite and Y is leavable, then, for any e > 0, there is a

stationary family y" available in Y whose utility z/(y°°(/)) exceeds V(f) — e for all

fin F [6, p. 58]. Donald Ornstein has extended this result to the case when F is

countable and all gambles are countably additive [10, Theorem B]. The theorem is
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not true if Fis uncountable and Ornstein has given a counter-example in which all

gambles are countably additive and have countable support [10, Theorem A].

A result obtained here states that, in every leavable gambling house, there is

available a stationary family whose utility is within e of the best a gambler can do

when restricted to a fixed finite number of bets (Theorem 1.1). This result, together

with techniques borrowed from [1], [2], [3], and [12], enable me to treat the problem

in a Borel measurable setting and establish Theorem 2.3.

Unless otherwise indicated, the terminology and notation of this paper are

intended to have the same meaning as in [6].

1. Stationary strategies are enough if Ua = U. For Y a leavable gambling house,

Un(f) is defined as in [6] to be the sup u(o, t) over all strategies o available at /in

T and stop rules tSn.

Theorem 1. Let Y be a leavable gambling house, n be a positive integer and e>0.

Then there is a stationary family y°° available in Y satisfying

(1) vfy'if)) ^ Un(f)-e

for all f in F. Moreover, y may be chosen so that, for eachfi the ya'(f)-probability

that yco(f) stagnates by time k converges to 1 as k approaches co.

Proof. Let 0=e0<ei< • ■ ■ <e» = £- And define

W(f) = max [Uk(f)-ek].
OSkS»

Here UQ = u.

If W(f) = u(f), let y(f) = 8(f).
If W(f) > u(f), choose some k for which W(f) = Uk(f) — ek. Then choose y(f)

in T(/) so that

y(f)Uk-x i Uk(f)-a

where

a = $ min  (ek-ek_x).
ISfcSn

Then

y(f)Wiy(f)Uk-i-ek_i

^ Uk(f)-j(Ek-£k-x)-Ek-x

= W(f) + ^(ek-ek_i)

i  W(f) + a.

To prove (1) it suffices to show u(y™(f))i W(f) for all / This is obvious if

u(f) = W(f). If u(f) < W(f), the desired result follows from the two lemmas below.
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Lemma 1. Let W be any bounded, real-valued function defined on F and let (a, t)

be any policy. Then, for allfi

(2) W(a, t) =   W(f) + j[e0 + e1(f1)+ ■ ■ ■ +sm.x(fx, . ..,fm.x)] do(h)

where

» = (/,/,..■),     e0 = o0W-W(f),

and, for each nonnegative «,

«»(/i, • ..,/„) = °n(fl, - --JnW- W(fn).

Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure of/.

For any strategy a and history «, denote by t„(h) the time at which a stagnates

along h. ta is a (possibly) incomplete stop rule [6, p. 44].

Lemma 2. Suppose W is a bounded, real-valued function on F and a > 0. Let a

be a strategy such that, for every partial history (/,.. .,/„), either u(fn)= W(fn)

and a stagnates at time « along (/,.. .,/„,...) or on(fx,.. .,fn)W^ W(fn) + a. Then

(3) u(o) g W(c) 2: W(f)

and o[ta < «] -> 1 as « -> oo.

Proof. If en is defined as in Lemma 1, then en^0. By (2), W(o, r)ä W(f) for

every stop rule t. Hence, W(a)^ W(f).

Now let i?=sup \W\. By Lemma 1,

2B ^ W(o,n)-W(f)

= J"[«o + «l(/i) + • ■ • +*„-l(/i, • • -,/n-l)] do(h)

^ nado = nao\t„ ^ n],
J[i„6n]

Hence, a[ta^ «] S 2B/na -> 0 as « -> oo.

Also, if i_«,

W(o, t)-u(a, t) = j[W(f)-u(fi)) da

=  I       [W(ft)-u(ft)]do
J[í„a¡]

S  \       2Bdo

4B2
S-> 0   as n -> oo.

« ™

This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
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Since Ua(f) = supB Un(f), an immediate corollary is

Corollary 1. If Y is leavable, e>0, andf in F, then there is a stationary family

yœ available in Y such that u(yx,(f))i UJJ)-e.

The corollary is of interest since in many important cases Ua=U [6, Theorem

2.15.5, p. 35].

The technique used to prove Theorem 1 can be modified to give

Theorem 2. Suppose Y is leavable, n is a positive integer, 0<a<l, and uiO.

Then there is a stationary family ym available in Y satisfying

(4) u(y<"(f)) i aUn(f)   for all fin F.

An example shows that the strategies y°°(f) cannot be chosen so as to stagnate

"almost surely" as they were in Theorem 1.

Example. Let F={0, 1, 2,...}; r(0)={S(0)}, Y(n)={o(n),pno(n+l)+(l-Pn)8(0)}

for n>0 where 0<pn< 1 and their product pxp2 • • • is strictly positive; u(0) = l,

u(n) = 0 for n > 0. Any stationary strategy which satisfies (4) must have y(n) ^ 8(n)

for n>0 and hence y™(n) never stagnates with probability pn-pn + x

2. Measurable gambling houses. Let A" be a Borel set, which in this note means

a Borel subset of a complete separable metric space. Let â?( A") be the cr-field of Borel

subsets of X. Denote by F(X) the set of all countably additive probability measures

on 38(X), and let 2(A") be the smallest cr-field of subsets of F(X) which makes

p -^p(B) a measurable function of p for each F in 3S(X). Then F(X) is a Borel

set with Borel subsets 2(A") (Dubins and Freedman, [5]).

Lemma 1. Let X and Y be Borel sets, C a measurable subset of the product

Xx Y, and <¡> a measurable function from X to Y. Then {x : (x, \\>(xf) e C} is a

measurable subset of X.

Proof. The map x -*■ (x, </<(x)) is measurable from X to Xx Y.

Roger Purves pointed out this proof to me.

Lemma 1 will be applied several times without specific reference.

Now let X and F be Borel sets and p e F(Xx Y). Let p0 he the ^-marginal

distribution of x and let px be a version of the regular conditional »-distribution of

y given x. Notice px is a measurable map from X to F( Y) and, if qx is any other

version of the regular conditional /»-distribution of y given x, then px(x)=qx(x)

/?0-almost certainly. Thus there is a natural map <f> : F(X x Y) -*■ F(F( Y)) given by

<I>(P)(A) = Po{x : px(x) £ A)

for p in F(Xx Y) and A in S(F).

Lemma 2. </> is measurable.
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Proof. We need to show p -*■ <f>(p)(A) is measurable in p for each A in 2(F).

It is enough to consider A of the form {p : p(B) > r} where F is in âS( Y). Hence, it

suffices to show p -> j if>(px(x)(B)) dp0(x) is measurable for F in J'(F) and ip

continuous on [0, 1].

Let sén he a finite cr-field of subset of X for n = 1, 2,... and choose the sén so

that their union generates 3S(X). Denote by pn(x) the conditional /»-distribution of

y given sén. It is easy to see that p -*■ J* i/i(pn(x)(B)) dp0(x) is measurable in p. Since

pn(x)(B) -> px(x)(B) />0-almost certainly, as the martingale convergence theorem

implies, the proof is complete.

Corollary 1. Let C be a measurable subset of XxF( Y). Then the map p ->

p0{x : (x,px(x)) e C} is measurable from F(Xx Y) to the Borel line.

Proof. Apply Lemma 2 to prove the case of C a measurable rectangle and extend

to arbitrary measurable sets.

According to Strauch [11], a gambling house Y is measurable if Fis a Borel set,

every gamble available in Y is countably additive when restricted to 38(F), and the

set r1 = {(/ y) : y e Y(f)} is a measurable subset of FxF(F). Each gamble y is

identified with its restriction to Fi(F). In this section, the utility function u is

assumed to be bounded and measurable from F to the Borel line.

Let Fn = FxFx ■ ■ ■ xF («-factors). A measurable strategy u is a sequence

ct0, <jx, ... where cr0 is in F(F) and, for n>0, an is a measurable map from Fn

to F(F). The finite sequence o0,...,on_x, or on for short, is a measurable n-day

strategy. Any measurable strategy o- determines a probability measure p(o) on

the Borel subsets of H, where H=Fx Fx -is given the product Borel structure.

Specifically, the />(cr)-distribution of fx is cr0 and, for n > 0, the conditional p(o)-

distribution of/B + 1 given (fx,...,fn) is on(fx,.. .,fn). Similarly, a measurable

n-day strategy a" determines a probability measure p(on) on 3S(Fn). We sometimes

write a for p(o) and on for p(on) if there is no danger of ambiguity.

For n > 1 and/in F, let Yn(f) be the collection of all p(on) where on is a measur-

able n-day strategy available at/in Y and set

Tn = {(/ P) £ FxF(F») : p e Y"(f)}.

Define Y°°(f) to be all p(o) where a is a measurable strategy at/and define Yx by

analogy with Yn.

When F is nonleavable, it may happen that there is no measurable map a from

F to F(F) such that a(f) e Y(f) for all /(see p. 16 of [9]). In this case, rn is empty

for n > 1.

Theorem 1. Yn is a Borel subset ofFx F(Fn)for »=1,2,... and Ya is a Borel

subsetofFxF(H).

Proof. By the remark above, we can assume that a measurable selector a does

exist. Then

(1) r2 = {(/ p) e FxF(F2) : p0 e Y(f), Po{fx : px(fx) e Y(fx)} = 1}
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where px(fx) is a regular conditional p-distribution of/2 given/. For if (/p) is

in the right hand set, let c0 =p0 and

*iC/i) = FiC/i)  ifFiC/i) 6 r(/),
= «C/i)   if fi(/i) í r(/).

Let ct2 = ct0, ax. Plainly, a2 is a 2-day strategy available at/and p(o2)=p. Hence,

(f,p) e Y2. The opposite inclusion is obvious. By (1) and Corollary 1, T2 is measur-

able.

Similarly, for « > 2,

r» = {(/ p) e F x P(F») : Po e Y(f), Po{fx : pn _ x(fx) e P> - \fx)} = 1},

where pn-x(fx) is a regular conditional p-distribution of (/2, ...,/„) given/.

Using induction and Corollary 1, we have proved the first half of the theorem.

Since

T00 = {(/, p) e Fx0>(H) : (/, p„) 6 r», n - 1, 2,...},

where pn is the /^-marginal distribution of (/,.. .,/n), the proof is complete.

Now let

Qn(f) =    SUP        «(/„) rfp
peTHf) J

for/in Fand n = l, 2,....

Recall that a function is absolutely measurable if it is measurable with respect

to the completion of every measure on the Borel sets.

Theorem 2. Let Y be a leavable, measurable house. Then Qn = Un and Un is

absolutely measurable for «=1,2,....

Proof. The set {/: Qn(f)>r} is the projection of the Borel set

{(/,/>)er» -.juVJdp>r}

for any real r. Hence, it is analytic and, therefore, absolutely measurable [7, p. 391].

Now Qi = Ux. Assume inductively that Qn= Un. Let e>0 and/0 e F. It suffices

to show Qn + x(fo)> Un + 1(f0)-e.

Choose o0 in T(/0) such that o0Qn = o0Un> Un + x(f0)-e/2. Let

S = {(/p) e r» : ju(fn) dp > Un(f)-e/2J-

By Theorem 6.3 of [8], there is a measurable map à from F to 0>(Fn) such that

c0{f : d(f)e S,}=1. Define a measurable « +1-day strategy a available at/0 to
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have initial gamble <r0 and conditional n-day strategies o[fx] satisfying p(o[fx])

= 5(/i) if 5(f) eSf. Then

Qn + x(fo)i u(o,n+l)

= ju(fn)da(fn\f)do0(f)

i jUndo0-e/2

>  Un + x(f0)-e. ■

Corollary 2 (Strauch [11]). If Y is a measurable house, then U is absolutely

measurable.

Proof. We can assume without loss of generality that Y is leavable. Since the

£/„ are absolutely measurable U= t7a) = limB_00 Un by Theorem 2.15.5(g) of [6].

A policy (a, /) is measurable if o is a measurable strategy and Ms a stop rule

measurable with respect to the product a-field on //. Strauch asserted in [11] that

nearly optimal measurable policies are available in any measurable house Y.

That such policies are available for leavable Y, even with i's of the form t=n,

follows from Theorem 2. It is not difficult to show that good measurable policies

are available in any measurable house for which there is a Borel map a: F-> F(F)

with a(f) in T(/) for all/ If there is no such map, then, as was pointed out in the

remark preceding Theorem 1, there are no measurable strategies available. How-

ever, there do exist nearly optimal measurable policies (o, t) such that o is available

in T until time t. That is, for every partial history (/,... ,/B), on(fx,... ,/B) £ r(/B)

if t(fi,.. .,/„,.. .)<n. This can be derived by passing to the leavable closure and

using Theorem 2 or the next theorem.

A stationary family y°° is measurable if y is a measurable function from F to

F(F). The rest of the paper is devoted to proving

Theorem 3. Let Y be a leavable, measurable gambling house on F. Then for each

countably additive probability measure p on the Borel subsets of F and each e > 0,

there is available a measurable stationary family y°° such that

P{f--u(y<°(f))i U(f)-e}= 1.

Theorem 3 and the methods used in its proof owe much to previous work in

[1], [2], [3], and [12].

An example of Strauch [11] shows that U need not be Borel measurable. The

same example therefore shows that Borel measurable stationary families which are

everywhere e-optimal need not exist.

3. Three lemmas. This section is devoted to three lemmas which are needed

in the sequel.
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The first lemma formalizes an idea used by Donald Ornstein. Let a be a strategy

available at / in some gambling house Y. For each history « = (/,/2,...) and

positive integer «, let pn(h) — (fx,f2, ■ ■ .,/„) denote the «-day partial history. Then

define a (possibly) incomplete stop rule ts to be the first time the gambler reaches a

fortune at which the conditional cr-strategy is not e-optimal. That is,

tJifufa, ■■■) = least n (if any) for which u(o[pn(h)]) < V(fn)-e

= 00   if no such « exists.

Lemma 1. Let e > 0 and t be any stop rule. If u(a) > V(f) - e2, then o[tE S t ] S £•

Proof. One can check that the set [te S t ] is determined by time t A t£ and is thus

finitary [6, p. 15].

According to formula (1) [6, p. 42]

«(a) = J u(<j[ptMc]) do

u(o[Pt])do+\       u(o[Pte])da
Jt(t>a Jucún

=   f V(f)do+¡        (V(fO-e)do
Ju.>fi Jit,sa

= Jv(ftM£)do-eo[teSt]

S  V(f)-ea[tE S t].

The last inequality is, of course, because Fis excessive for Y [6, p. 41].

Since u(o) > V(f) - e2 by assumption, the proof is complete.

Suppose now that a gambler with fortune/uses a strategy o until some time t'.

And having experienced a partial historypt(h) = (fx,f2,.. .,ffat>) he then changes

to a new strategy <*'(pt.{h)). One might expect if a is a nearly optimal strategy and

if the strategies o'(p) are nearly optimal that this new composed strategy is also

nearly optimal. The next lemma shows that this expectation is fulfilled.

Let a be a strategy and o' be a function from partial histories to strategies. If

t' is any (possibly) incomplete stop rule, define a new strategy ö called the composi-

tion of a with a' at time t' by letting 5n(fx,...,/,) be an(fx,...,/,), a'0(pt,m), or

a'n-t'm(Pt'(h))(ft'm+i, ■ ■ ■) according as n is less than, equal to, or greater than

t'(h) (cf. [6, p. 22]).

Lemma 2. Let o be available at fin Y and o'(fx,... ,/n) be available atfn in Y for

each partial history (/,...,/„). Suppose u(a)>V(f)-e2 and u(o'(fx,.. .,/„.))

> V(fn)-c' whenever t'(fx,f2, ...,/„,...)=«. If 5 is the composition of o with a'

at time t', then

u(o) ^  V(f)-(e2 + eM+e')

where M=sup {\u(f)\ :fe F}.
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Proof. Let t be any stop rule. It suffices to find a stop rule ti t such that

u(ö,t) i V(f)-(e2 + eM+F).

Since u(o) > V(f) - e2, we can find a stop rule tx i t with

a{h : U(ftlih)) >   V(fhM)-e}i  l-e.

And for each n such that t'(h)<cc, we can find a stop rule t(prm) with

t'(h) + t(pt.{h))(fnh) + x,fnh) + 2, ...)i t(h)

and

u(°'(Pfm),t(Prm)) > V(fvw)-»'.

Define

t(h) = tx(h) if tx(h) S t'(h),

= t'(h) + t(pt,m)(fvm + x,...)    if tx(h) > t'(h).

Then i i t and

u(à, t) = J u(ft) do

=    f ti(fh)do+\ u(o'(pt.),t(Pt.))d<7

^   Í V(fh)da-eM+\ V(ft.)da-e'
JihSn Ju1>n

= V(o, tx A t')-eM-e'

i  V(f)-e2-eM-e'.    |

Let ex and cr' be strategies. For any nonnegative integer n, a and o' agree along

(fx, •••,/»,•• •) up to time n if cj0 = ct; and ok(fx,.. .,fk) = o'k(fx,. ..,fk) for all

kSn.

Let g be a function on H and t he a stop rule, g is determined by time t if whenever

t(h) = t(h'), then g(h)=g(h') [6, p. 15].

Lemma 3. Suppose o and a' are strategies which agree along every history h up

to time t(h) for a given stop rule t. If g is a bounded function from H to the real

numbers and g is determined by time t, then

I g da = J g da'.

Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure of g and uses formula 2.8.1

of [6, p. 17].   ■

If a and cr' are two strategies for which a0 = a'0, then they stop agreeing at time i,

where î is the (possibly) incomplete stop rule defined by

t(h) = least n (if any) for which an(fx,.. ./B) + a'n(fx,... ,/n)

= oo   if no such n exists.
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Corollary 1. Let a and a' be strategies which stop agreeing at time I. If ' t is

any stop rule, then

(1) o[t if]- •[/ St   f].

And if g is any bounded function on H which is determined by time t, then

(2) \jgda-jgdo'

In particular,

S o[t St f](supg-infg).

\u(o,t)-u(a',t)\ S a[t S: ?](supw-infw).

Proof. (1) is immediate from Lemma 3. To prove (2), let

g0(h) = g(h)   if i(/z) <?(«),

= 0       if t(h) St t(h).

Then g0 is determined by time t hi. So by Lemma 3,

Hence,

goda = g0 do'.
Ju<h Ju<h

\gda- \gda'\ = \ gda-\        g da'
J J I Jnst] Jttst]

and (2) follows from (1).   ■

Corollary 2. Let a and a' be strategies which stop agreeing at time î. Suppose

there is some eStO such that for every stop rule t, cr[/St f ] S c Then

\u(a) — u(a')\   S «(sup M — inf I/).

4. Countably parametrized measurable houses. In proving Theorem 2.3, it is

convenient to consider first a house Y for which Y(f) is countable for each /

and then to reduce the general problem to this special case. So let us assume that

T is a measurable gambling house defined on the Borel set Fand that for each/in F

r(/) = {y0(/),yi(/),...}

where y0(/) = o(f) and each yn is a measurable map from F to &>(F). Y is called a

countable house for the sake of brevity. The utility function u is assumed to be a

bounded Borel function from F to the reals in this section.

Theorem 1. If Y is a countable house, then the functions Unfor « = 0, 1, 2,...

and U are Borel measurable. Also, Ua=U.

Proof. U0 = u is measurable by assumption. Suppose £/„ is measurable. The

maps /'-»- yk(f)Un are measurable since the yk are measurable functions. Hence,

Un+x(f) = sup yk(f)Un
k
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is measurable. By induction, Un is measurable for n = 0, 1,2,.... Ua = lim Un is

measurable and, by Theorem 2.15.5(g) of [6], Ua= U.

The next result is analogous to Theorem 7(a) of [2].

Theorem 2. Let Y be a countable house, n be a positive integer, and e>0. Then

there is a measurable stationary family y" available in Y such that

u(y<°(f))i Un(f)-e   for allf in F.

y may be chosen so that the map /-> u(y'"(f)) is Bor el.

Proof. Construct y as in the proof of Theorem 1.1, using Theorem 1 of this

section to assure that y is measurable.

The functions w(y°°(/), n) are measurable in/since

<v"(f), I) = ju(fx) dy(fx\f)

and

"(yM(/), n) = ju(y<°(fx), n-l) dy(fx\f)

for n> 1. But y was constructed so that w(y°°(f)) = lim w(y°°(/), n).

Lemma 1. Let e>0 and e >0. If Y is a countable house andp is any probability

measure on 38(F), then there is available a measurable stationary family y°° such

that/-> u(y'°(f)) is measurable and

P{f-u(y-(f))>  U(f)-e}> l-e'.

Proof. By Theorem 1, Un-^-U pointwise as n-^-co. Since the Un and U are

measurable, Un -> U in p-probability. Choose n so that

p{f:Un(f)> U(f)-e/2}> l-e'.

Then choose y™ by Theorem 2 so that u(y<a(f))>Un(f)-e/2 for all/    ■

To complete the proof of Theorem 2.3 for the case of Y countable, we adapt

some ingenious techniques due to Donald Ornstein. A similar adaptation was used

by Barbosa-Dantas [1] for the case of positive dynamic programming.

Let £>0 and assume, as we may, that 0^«^ 1. Let ex, e2,... he small positive

numbers whose size will be specified later.

Choose yx by Lemma 1 such that

p{f:u(yT(f))> U(f)-el)>$

and define

Si = {/:«(vr(/))> u(f)-ei},

Ti = {f:u(y?(f))> U(f)-ex}.
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If/E Si, yx(f) is a very good strategy even when the gambler is only allowed to

use it on the set Tx. For example, if we set

ñGO = n(/)> fer»

= KT),    ftTu

then

u(yT(f)) St u(y?(f))-ex   whenever/e Sx.

To see this, apply Lemma 3.1 and Corollary 3.2.

Now consider a new gambling house Yx given by

TiGD = Y(f) iff Í Tx,

= {yi(f), S(/)}  ifftTx.

Notice Yx is a countable gambling house and yx(f) is available in Ti at anyfe Sx.

Also, we have

Lemma 2. Ux(f) St U(f) - ex for allfe F.

Proof. This is clear if/e Tx. Suppose/£ Tx. Let F>0 and choose a strategy a

available at/in T such that u(a)> U(f) — (e')2. Let 5 be the composition of a with

yf at the time the gambler enters Tx. Then â is available at/in IV So by Lemma

3.2,

Ux(f) St u(â) >  U(f) - (e')2 -e'- si. ■

Now we proceed to define a sequence of countable gambling houses rls r2,...

and measurable stationary families yf, y2,... inductively.

Suppose

Sk = {f:u(y?(f))> Uk.x(f)-el},

Tk = {f:u(y?(f))> U^x(f)-ek},

?*(f) = y*(f),  feTk,

= S(/),    f*Tk.

And suppose we have defined Yx,...,Yk and yx,..., yk so that for all j=2,..., k

(1) Uk St  Uk-i-ek,

(2) yf(f) is available in Yk iffe S„

and

(3) p(sy) = i-ay.

Then choose yk + i available in Yk so thatp(Sfc + 1)St 1 — (2s)k+1 and define

Yk + x(f) = Yk(f) iff■<£ Tk + xor if yk + x(f) = 8(f),

= {y*+iCA 8(f)}   iffe Tk + i and yk+x(f) * 8(f).
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The arguments used in the case of Yx apply to show that properties (l)-(3) are

preserved.

Now we define a house Y' by

r'CD = ñ. r\CO, fe \j Tk,
k = l k = l

- {S(/)}, ft Ü Tk.
k= 1

If/£ Sk for some k, then y "CD is available in Y' and

U'(f) i u(y?(f))

^ u(y?(f))-ek

>  Uk_x(f)-e2k-ek

i U(f)-e2k-(ex+...+ek).

Choose the ek so that 2f ek + 1x «!<£• Then since p(\J Sk) = l,

(4) p{f: U'(f)> U(f)-e}= 1.

Notice also that Y' is a measurable house having at most 2 gambles available at

any fortune. That is,

r'CD = {«CD, s(f)}

where a: F^ F(F) is measurable. By Dubins and Savage [6, Theorem 3.9.5, p. 61]

the measurable family y" given by

y(/) = «CD  if u(f)< U'(f),

= 8(f)   if u(f)=U'(f),

is a family of optimal strategies for Y'. Hence u(y°°(f))=U'(f) for all/in F and,

by (4), Theorem 2.3 is now proved for Y a countable house.

5. Every measurable house is almost dominated by a countable house.    If F and

T' are gambling houses on the same space of fortunes F and Y(f) 2 Y'(f) for all /

in F, then Y' is a subhouse of Y [6, p. 123].

The main result of this section is

Theorem 1. Let Y be a leavable, measurable house defined on F and let p be a

probability measure on 38(F). Then there is a countable subhouse Y' of Y such that

U' = U p-almost certainly, where U' and U are the optimal return functions of Y'

and Y respectively.

The proof of Theorem 1 will be given in four lemmas. Theorem 1 and my proof

of it are analogous to Theorem 2 of [2].

Throughout this section Y is assumed to be leavable and measurable.

A measurable family of strategies a is a map from F to measurable strategies

such that the composition f-^p(â(f)) is measurable from F to F(H).
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Lemma 1. Let p e SP(F), n be a positive integer, and e>0. Then there is available

in Y a measurable family of strategies a such that

p{f:u(a(f),ri)> Un(f)-e}= 1.

Proof. Same as that of the inductive step in Theorem 2.2.

The next lemma generalizes slightly the first half of the lemma in [2].

Lemma 2. Let X and Y be Borel sets, v a bounded Borel function from XxY to

the reals, and q a regular conditional distribution on Y given X. Then there is a

Borel function g from X to Y such that

(1) v(x,g(x))^ jv(x,y)dq(y\x)

for all x in X.

If Y is a Borel subset of Xx Y,p is a probability measure on the Borel subsets of

X, andp{x : q(Yx\x)= 1}= 1, then g can be chosen to have the additional property

(2) p{x:g(x)eYx}=l.

Proof. The first half of the lemma is the same as in [2]. So assume g satisfies (1).

Let

S = {(x, y) : v(x, v) St J v(x, y) dq(y\x)}.

Then q(Sx n T;c|x)>0 if x $ B where Be 3B(X) and p(B) = 0. By Theorem 2 of

[4], there is a measurable map g: X~.8-> Y such that g(x) e Sxr\Yx for all

x e X~B. Define g(x) = g(x) if x e B. Then g satisfies (1) and (2).

Lemma 3. Let 5 be a measurable family of strategies available in Y. If u is any

bounded, Borel map from F to the reals, and p e ¡P(F), then there is a measurable

function y:F-+ 0>(F) such that y(f) e Y(f)for all fand

ju(fn)dâ(fn\f)dp(f) S ju(fn)dy(fn\fn.x)da(fn-x\f)dp(f)

where ä(fk\f) is the marginal distribution offk under 5(f).

The intuitive meaning of the lemma is that a gambler with fortune/ who gambles

for «-days using the strategy ö(f) and is paid «(/„), can expect to do as well by

using d(f) for the first «-1 days and then using a gamble y(/„-i) which depends

only on his fortune at the (« — l)th day.

Proof. Let Q be that probability on FxH whose marginal distribution on F

is p and whose conditional distribution on Ü given/is p(ä(f)). Consider

5(/)„-i(/i,...,/n-i)
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as a random variable mapping Fn to F(F). Let q he a version of its conditional

g-distribution given/n_l5 and let p denote the g-marginal distribution of/B_i.

Then

ju(fn) dö(fn\f) dp(f) = ju(fn) dy(fn) dq(y\fn_x) dp(fn.x).

Define v(f y) = v(y) = J" u(fn) dy(fn). By Lemma 2 there is a measurable map y

from F to F(F) such that

v(y(f))i jv(y)dq(y\f)   for all/

and

/*{/:y(D e r(/)}=i.

The desired function y is then given by

y(f) = ?(f)  ifyCDEim

= 8(f)   if y(f) i Y(f). ■

A family of strategies y is said to be Markov if there is a sequence y0, yx,... of

gamble-valued functions on F such that, for each fin F and every partial history

(/l)/2> • • •>/»)>

y(Do = roCD,   y(D„(/i, • • •,/») = y»(/»)-

y is measurable if the yn can be taken to be measurable functions from F to F(F).

Lemma 4. Let p e F(F), n be a positive integer, and e > 0. There is available in Y

a measurable Markov family of strategies y such that

(3) p{f : u(y(f), n) i Un(f) - e} i 1 - e.

Proof. Choose a measurable family of strategies ä by Lemma 1 so that

p{f-u(°(f),n)i Un(f)-e2}= 1.

Apply Lemma 3 n-times to construct measurable maps y0, • • -,yB-i of F to

F(F) so that

ju(y(f), n) dp(f) i ju(â(f), n) dp(f)

if y is any Markov family whose first n functions are the yk. Then

ju(y(f),n)dp(f) i jun(f)dp(f)-e2,

which implies (3).    |

To complete the proof of Theorem 1, choose measurable Markov families

yx, y2,... such that

Pif ■ u(yn(f), n) i Un(f)-l/n} i l-l/n
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for «=1, 2,.... Then let Y' be any countable subhouse of Y in which the yn are

available.

Theorem 2.3 now follows from Theorem 1 and the result of §4.
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